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At the end of the Transfer Workgroup’s second meeting, the Workgroup divided into two 
subgroups: the Foundational Curricula Subgroup and the Policy Subgroup. The Policy Subgroup 
is charged with advising the Higher Education Coordinating Commission (HECC) on a number 
of matters, including defining “lost academic credit,” “junior status in the major,” and “optimal 
transfer point,” and determining whether or not foundational curricula, in addition to being 
universally transferable from Oregon’s community colleges to public universities, should also be 
universally transferable from community college to community college and university to 
university. The Policy Subgroup is also charged with developing the criteria used to determine 
the first three major-specific unified statewide transfer agreements (USTAs) to be established. 
The Foundational Curricula Subgroup is charged with developing at least one common 
foundational curricula of 30 credits or more. 
 
Policy Subgroup 
 
Patrick Crane, Director of Community Colleges and Workforce Development for the Higher 
Education Coordinating Commission, is the facilitator for the Policy Subgroup. He began the 
meeting by reviewing the Subgroup’s charge and the meeting agenda and objectives, then 
opened the floor to Subgroup members to share their conversations with and feedback from 
stakeholder groups and institutions.  
 
Next, to ensure a clear and thorough understanding of the House Bill 2998, the group reviewed a 
summary document of the requirements set forth in the legislation for establishing USTAs. This 
review led to a discussion about the need to recognize that transfer students and first-time 
freshmen are starting from different places when they begin at a university. In addition to credits 
that did transfer to the university, transfer students have often taken a number of developmental 
and/or career and technical education courses, which were not intended to transfer, but use up 
students’ scarce time and financial aid. There was consensus among Subgroup members that 
these different starting points should be considered as the Subgroup and full Workgroup makes 
decisions.  
 
The conversation moved to a discussion about the definition of “lost academic credit.” Many 
Subgroup members voiced a dislike for the term “lost academic credit,” and suggested a number 
of alternatives including “empty credit,” “excess credit,” and “fluid credit,” but no consensus 
was reached. The Subgroup settled on a proposed definition for “lost academic credit”: “a credit 
that does not fulfill the requirement that the student expected it to fulfill at the time of transfer.” 
While Subgroup members noted that this definition likely needs fine-tuning and would be 
difficult to operationalize for data collection and analysis purposes, they agreed to seek feedback 
from stakeholder groups and institutions on the draft definition. 
 
The Subgroup also deliberated about the criteria for determining the first three USTAs to be 
established. In general, Subgroup members agreed that more weight should be given to those 
majors where a USTA would be most impactful to students. However, members concluded that 
they needed more information about the challenges that would arise in USTA development 
before setting criteria. Thus, Subgroup members and HECC staff will look more closely at 
transfer issues and feasibility of building USTA’s in four majors: Biology, Business, 
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Psychology, and Education .The first three are top majors among transfer students, with some 
variability in excess credits and perceived difficulty for developing USTAs, while education is 
important for the labor market and has an active committee looking at education transfer already. 
At the next Policy Subgroup meeting, members will discuss their findings from this closer 
examination and use those to inform the establishment of USTA criteria. 
 
Additional issues raised during the meeting include the need for clear and consistent advising, 
preservation of student academic exploration, and the existence of requirements for admission 
into a major beyond credit totals and the successful completion of specific courses. 
 
Each meeting will have an official summary of the discussion and decisions reached published 
on HECC’s website and through other communication channels. 
 
Foundational Curricula Subgroup 
 
The meeting began with HECC Director of Public University Academic Planning and Policy 
thanking OIT for hosting and Frances White (UO) for serving as faculty lead for this group. She 
reviewed the major charge of the bill, namely:  
 
(1)Establish a foundational curriculum, or foundational curricula, for the first year of 
coursework at public post-secondary institutions of education in this state. 
(2) A foundational curriculum established under subsection (1) of this section must contain 
a minimum of 30 college-level academic credits. 
(3) Students at a community college who complete a foundational curriculum established 
under subsection (1) of this section shall: 
Be able to transfer each academic credit contained within the foundational curriculum 
from a community college to any public university . . .; and 
Have each academic credit from the foundational curriculum be counted towards the 
student’s degree requirements at any public university [from HB 2998 text] 
 
The main goal for this first subgroup meeting is to examine the different models for foundational 
curricula, and reach consensus on selection.  
 
Each member gave a brief report out to the group on what reactions or questions they have 
received to the reports on 2998 progress so far. In general, faculty reactions are uncertainty as to 
the state of faculty control of the curriculum: does 2998 change the lines of authority for 
curricula? Faculty frequently express concern about program-level accreditation – will the 
changes brought by 2998 make it more difficult to retain accreditation in highly technical or 
specific programs in science or engineering? Those groups that oversee college credit in high 
school are interested in 2998: will this work ease the friction surrounding Assessment Based 
Learning credit in Willamette Promise and similar programs? Community colleges wonder what 
will become of the AAOT and similar statewide degrees – these have been major focus areas for 
transfer students for many years now. Major themes expressed: the need for clarity, choice 
within a given framework the need for certainty over time, including maintenance and oversight 
of new/changed guided pathways and USTAs.  
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After the report out by members, the discussion moved quickly to ideas for creating one or more 
foundational curricula. Frances White (UO) recapped the recent conversations from the previous 
2998 workgroup meeting: there is interest in breaking the statewide first year transfer 
curriculum, the OTM or Oregon Transfer Module, down to the unit level (Humanities, Math, 
Science) to create a “modularized” first year curriculum that may both cohere as a block and be 
disaggregated to make it more versatile for more students. Seth Anthony (OIT) gave a brief 
overview of his analysis of Oregon Tech curriculum maps. All curriculum maps shared a 
common 15 credits (the first-year communication sequence and two humanities electives), but 
maps could be sorted into four broad categories sharing 30 credits or more: Engineering/STEM, 
Health Technologies, Business, and Applied Social Sciences.  Meta-majors curricula recognize 
that not every foundational course will be applicable to every major equally: STEM majors may 
need specific basic math courses, while a humanities major, or a business major, may not (or 
may need different specific courses). 
 
A modularized OTM would perhaps allow students to gain the benefit of statewide standards for 
lower division general education, but would further complicate the picture for student and 
advisors. If, for example, we disaggregated the OTM into six constituent areas, and created three 
distinct OTMs as in Arizona’s model, would that complicate things unnecessarily? Would 
students and advisors find this useful? Several workgroup members noted that advisors’ 
perspective would be very valuable before going deep into construction of a modular OTM.  
A statewide cross-sector advising groups is scheduled to meet November 13, and these ideas 
could be discussed by this group.  
 
At several points, the group examined the “outcomes based” models of curricula versus course-
to-course articulation. The two frameworks are not fundamentally opposed – students see 
courses as the pathway, whereas faculty and administration might use outcomes to evaluate how 
courses fit within an articulation or transfer framework.  
 
Discussion returned to an idea first suggested at the October 20, 2017 2998 meeting – reversing 
the order specified in the legislation by selecting and creating USTAs first then creating 
foundational curricula tailored to those. While that process makes sense from a design 
standpoint, several other issues were noted: the legislation requires that we first create the 
foundational curricula to serve the broadest possible range of students. Creating USTAs first 
would perhaps unnecessarily proliferate the number of possible foundational curricula. Other 
states that have followed the guided pathways approach construct the foundations first to 
integrate with the major pathways. Group members requested more information on Guided 
Pathways. Carrie Randall of LBCC provided a summary of that college’s progress toward 
implementation of Guided Pathways, consisting of seven metamajors, and this information was 
distributed to the group.  
 
The group seemed to coalesce around several proposals:   

• using the OTM as the starting point 
• possibly revising it to create more than one OTM, linked to different metamajor pathways 
• disaggregating the OTM into constituent modules that can be transferred individually 
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These proposals can be developed further at the next Curricular Subgroup meeting, tentatively 
scheduled for November 17.  
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